
Choosing the Best Fireplace Company for Your Media Wall Fires 

 

An electric fireplace is an easy alternative to traditional gas or wood-burning fireplaces. It doesn’t 

require expensive and fussy installation, wood chopping, or chimney cleaning. It’s also clean, safe, 

and cost-effective to use. And if you want the convenience of an electric fire built around your TV, 

there are media wall fires available these days. They are perfect for living rooms or any space in 

your home where you want an attractive and functional focal point. Installing a media wall fire is 

straightforward as it eliminates the need for an extensive remodel to prepare a space for an 

electric fire and TV. 

 

Evolution Fires offers pre – built Media walls, these media walls come in 2 parts and don’t need 

tradesmen to Install them. The tips below should help and advise you when buying media wall 

fires. 

 

Go Online  

 

You don’t have to look far and wide to find a fireplace company that makes media walls. But there 

is only one business which makes pre – built media walls and this is Evolution Fires.You can 

purchase your Pre built media wall online and get it delivered to your door  

 

Ensure extensive experience 

 

When buying a media wall, finding an  established and respected business with decades of 

experience in the hearth industry is necessary. This  can increase your confidence in their ability 

and commitment to craft high-quality electric fires and media walls. 

 

Know the customisation options 

 

A reputable fireplace company may offer media wall fires, but  can they further customise them 

to meet specific requirements? For instance with a pre built media wall you can choose between 

fully finished and paint-ready media walls with or without a soundbar cutout and every one is 

made around a customers TV size. 

 

 

 

 

 



Know the ordering process 

 

Choose a fireplace company with a simplified process for ordering media wall fires through their 

website. They should work closely with you to carefully plan the design to ensure that their 

product will satisfy your needs.  

https://evolutionfires.co.uk/media-walls/

